
JAX has remained the pioneer of high-technology food-processing and synthetic lubricants over the last 
five decades by understanding the rigorous applications and developing products to exceed industry 
needs. With over 200 NSF-registered products, JAX continues to lead the way in the development of 
new products for the food-processing industry. 
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FREEZING EQUIPMENT
JAX Magna-Plate 22

- Fully synthetic H1 grease for extreme

temperatures

- Base fluid pour point of -90°F (-68°C)

- Non-drip at elevated temperatures

JAX Magna-Plate 80, 86, 88

- Fully synthetic H1 fluids for extreme

temperatures

- Fully antiwear and rust-inhibited

- Non-drip tackifier additive

- For all freezing equipment conveyors and

related equipment

OTHER EQUIPMENT
Chain & Conveyor Lubricants

- Antiwear tackified oils

- Synthetic ashless oven chain lubricants

Specialized USDA/NSF H1 Oil

- Antiwear oils for Angelus Can Seamers

- Corn-cutting heads/main chains

- Lid feed lubrication/air line oils

Vacuum Pumps/Compressors

- Synthetic and food-grade fluids

- Extended drain intervals/varnish control

LUBE-GUARD PROGRAM
The JAX Lube-Guard Program includes 

complete plant survey, color-coded wall 

charts and equipment tags, oil-safe container 

storage system and plant lubrication manuals

RPM LABORATORY
- Used oil analysis

- Predictive maintenance programs

SEAMERS & FILLERS
JAX Halo-Guard FG Series

JAX Poly-Guard FG Series

- World’s most advanced seamer/filler greases

- State-of-the-art FDA-approved additives

- Proprietary base soap formulations

- Specialized centralized lube system greases

- OEM-approved grease for high-speed

beverage and aseptic can closers

- High-performance food-grade greases for

plantwide use in all equipment

HYDRAULIC SYSTEMS
JAX Magna-Plate 60, 62, 64, 66

JAX FGH-AW ISO 32, 46, 68, 100, 100-TC

- Fully-formulated antiwear hydraulic oils

- USDA/NSF H1 approved for food-

 grade areas

- OEM pump manufacturer approved

- Performance rivals H2 hydraulic oils

- Long oxidation life/excellent rust protection

GEARBOXES
Synthetic H1 Gear Oils, Partial Synthetic H1 

Gear Oils
- Extreme-pressure & antiwear performance

- Performance rivals H2 gear oils

- 3% energy savings over petroleum products

- Extends drain intervals by 3 to 4 times

- Multigrade performance reduces inventory

- Successful field use in industrial gearboxes
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- World’s most advanced seamer/filler greases

- State-of-the-art FDA-approved additives

- Specialized centralized lube system greases

- High-performance food-grade greases for 
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Synthetic H1 Gear Oils, Partial Synthetic H1 

- Extreme-pressure & antiwear performance

3% energy savings over petroleum products

- Extends drain intervals by 3 to 4 times

Multigrade performance reduces inventory

Successful field use in industrial gearboxes 


